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O
1. PURPOSE AND VISION

       ur Christian fellowship first began pulling something together about
“what we believe” in response to the request of a theology professor

from the seminary of a local university. This professor brought out one of his
graduate classes on a field trip and had specifically hoped we would share
with his students our “vision and purpose,” our “historical connections to the
Anabaptist tradition” and “how we relate to those outside our immediate
fellowship.” In regard to the first area, our vision and purpose, it soon became
apparent how humbling it could be to carefully consider such weighty matters
and then, under the light of that reflection, to realize just how far short we
have fallen in attaining our goals. Nonetheless, our great motive over the
decades can perhaps be summarized as a desire to participate in the creation
of what one man has called communities of “exemplary Christian existence.”

Such communities would have several purposes, all amplifying and
expressing the most commonly assumed soteriological ones. One of these
purposes would simply be, as one theologian has stated, to “teach us how to
live authentically” in the presence of God and other people.1 Such communities
would also hopefully make wise choices possible in religion, culture,
relationships, vocations and lifestyle and “on a scale large enough to make a
difference.”2 They would be communities where children, women and men
share the ineffable delight of experientially knowing God, communities where
“word and deed are fused in the authentic unity of a lived life.” (Already, in
these last words, I think I can almost hear our inquiring theology professor
saying something like, “Not only Anabaptist but a strong Pietist influence—a
marriage of soteriology and missiology to ecclesiology.” I’m afraid I’m not
academically competent to properly assess the precise interrelationship of all
those “-ologies,” but I would suppose in one sense that might be an accurate
picture.)
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I would only add that we do not see ourselves as living the way we live or
doing what we do simply out of some vague but romanticized nostalgia for the
past—a belief that “if it’s old, then it’s good.” We do not see ourselves as simply
“reminiscing”—we are not a “living history museum.” Nor does our life arise
from merely a fondness for what some would term “the quaint.” Our
community may be a memoriam in the sense that memory always forms at
least in part the continuity of life and love, but our community is not merely
a memoriam: it is a life. For us, it is not a question of trying to live either in
the past or in the future but in as close proximity as possible to the eternal:
that is, we prefer those things of more enduring, permanent value.

No human being can make guarantees about anything they do as enduring
for all eternity, not, at least, in any positive sense. But within the constant flux
of human life we believe a truth and Spirit from the God who defines Himself
as “love” should be present and not just represented; and we believe that this
truth, Spirit and love will endure forever, never to be lost. This presence of
God we see as redemptive love. Only this, it seems, can ever ensure that the
changes we make along life’s way constitute progress toward the eternal and
not regression and dissolution toward decay and death.

All these values have seemed to providentially point us to return to the
enduring truths of the traditional way. In fact, I think that way may have
chosen us. This would be true whether in craftsmanship, farming and vocations
or in marriage, family, community relationships and social mores. This
traditional approach says that love, truth, dreams, hopes, families and so on
did not begin with us and hopefully will not end with us. It confesses that,
beyond living in the past or in the future, there are some permanent things
that remain the same forever because they are of enduring worth. So we have
also tried to return to the enduring way of the eternal Word (Matt. 24:35).
This is true whether in our Christian experience, beliefs or values, all of which
we seek to bring together into a coherent and relational whole.

To those who might insist that a growing sense of convenience or comfort or
ease defines progress, we would admit that in our daily lifestyle we may have
sacrificed some of those hallmarks of “progress” in order to find fulfillment. If
we do so, it is because we also believe that nothing of lasting worth comes easily
and that people express how much they value something by the sacrifice and
suffering they’re willing to make to find and keep it. Perhaps some of the “cross
bearing” that the Anabaptists have been historically noted for comes through here.

In any case, what we value is, simply put, living. To put it a bit more
complexly, we value living relationships with God, people and land; and we
are willing to sacrifice some conveniences and comforts in order to live the
full life, the good life, in relation to all three. To us, this ultimately means the
“eternal life,” and so the “good life” becomes synonymous with the “good
news” of a new creation, of a new rule of nonresistant love that at the cross
triumphs over all powers of brute force and greed.
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Here on our farm, then, a principle guides us: we believe in participating as
fully and relationally as possible in those things essential for this life of love’s
rule—growing our own food, giving birth to and rearing our own children,
taking care of our own elderly, worshiping God in freedom of conscience as
well as in Spirit and truth. We call this life lived under the rule of love “the
kingdom of God.”

Finally, we do not see everything we do as equally crucial for these
essentials—many activities are merely necessary in order to carry on in the
business of daily concourse with a world that differs from our own. Also, for
good or ill, in many activities (but certainly not all) we have resorted to
expediency, hopefully not at the sacrifice of principle. We have done so largely
because of the increasing demands placed upon us by our obligations as Christians
to such a world. Thus we drive cars and so on.

What for us is crucial, however, is to try to preserve, within the limits of
God’s greater purpose of serving that world, the deepest sort of relationships
in the essentials of our lives. Therefore, just as we do not want others to do our
thinking for us, so, too, do we not want them to act as our conscience or to
worship God for us or to replace us in our relationships with our children (through
an education completely foreign to our lifestyle and our life) or to grow all the
food that physically sustains us or to otherwise live out our lives for us. This holds
true even in those areas where, and at those times when, living seems like a more
difficult process than we first imagined. So we do try to worship and listen to
God directly for ourselves, to grow what we eat, to live by the skills of our own
hands and to give birth to and teach our children at home. Moreover, in meeting
each of these essential needs we have tried to choose the way that brings us into
the most direct and deepest of relationships, whether with God, with our children
and families or with the land and our life-sustaining vocations.

This goal of direct relationship (another essential of love) also explains why
we prefer, as much as possible, the tool to the machine as we participate in
these life essentials. Those very lives we also want to be a craft, an art, just as
much as we want to express our lives in craft and art. Some, of course, would
say we are wasting time doing and crafting what we could more easily obtain
by simply purchasing services or mass-manufactured products. Yet a craft, as
distinct from a manufacture, can express the inner person for the very reason
that he becomes so directly involved in it. And as far as what constitutes “a
waste of time and effort,” money doesn’t seem to us the best criterion for
establishing the worth of one’s “time and effort.” To us, meaning and fulfillment
provide much better criteria. For instance, what is “worth our time” is what is
meaningful to us, to our people and to our God. If it “means” something in
this context, then it is worth our “time and effort.” Relationship supplies such
a meaning, and for us, homesteading skills and crafts take place in a plexus of
relationships with creation, creatures and Creator that make them exceedingly
meaningful—so meaningful, in fact, that they become sacred in the context of
a sacralized life—and, therefore, worthwhile.
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As best we can determine, the notion of work solely for profit arose out of
the desacralization, or secularization, of life. This secularization by definition
removed the significance of almost all spiritual considerations and relationships
from daily human work and thus made such work utterly profane, materialistic,
menial and therefore what is popularly called a “drudgery.”* But the free man
still works for something higher: “Laborare est orare”—“Labor is worship.”
His work is sacred, holy and therefore overflows with meaning. When one’s
work is removed from the sacred, the greater portion of one’s life is removed
from the sacred.

To live the simple life does not, however, mean living a destitute life deprived
of essential needs. Simplicity is to us good in a specific sense, just as purity,
honesty, kindness, loyalty, generosity, courage and love are good. Simplicity’s
good resides in the fact that it is the “virtue which regulates our attitude to
material things.” It is rooted in and sustained by love, which is to say it is
rooted in and sustained by God (1 John 4:8, 16). So simplicity is to us holy. It
is the same attitude toward the material world of which Jesus spoke when He
said, “Blessed are the poor in spirit, for theirs is the kingdom of heaven”
(Matt. 5:3). When our attitude toward material things is governed by simplicity,
we may seem to lose something of that world, but what we gain is a kingdom
of love, peace and joy—a realm of relationships with God, nature and our
fellow man, a kingdom never known to us before (Rom. 14:17; 1 Tim. 6:6-
11; Heb. 13:5; Phil. 4:11-13).

Like all the other virtues named above, only love can bring us to simplicity,
but the teaching of simplicity—to give rather than to receive, to lose one life
that we might find a better, to possess less while having more to enjoy (Acts
20:35; Luke 9:23, 24; Acts 4:32, 33; Phil. 2:1-8)—this is to us a positive
teaching, not a negative one (although at times it distresses us to see how far
short we fall of our own goals and standards). Essentially, the form of this
teaching is to us no more a “do not” code than the chips on the floor from a
sculpted work of art represent the work itself. To concentrate on what has
been chipped away (the negative) is to ignore the whole purpose and reality
of the positive creation. To us, there is no “code” as such—just the positive
identity that remains after the crafting of God’s living Word.

In addition, for us this love of God that inspires simplicity is not merely
natural affection. Rather it is a supernatural, totally selfless and benevolent
giving of one’s self for the joy and fulfillment of others. We do not see this as
humanly possible apart from first dying to our baser nature and then allowing

* As a result of such profanation of work, only concerns for material comfort and convenience
were increasingly offered as the standard to measure the worth of an activity. This was in turn
rooted in the attitude historically associated with that of the slave, who also was allowed to
work only for his physical well-being, to avoid punishment and such. On the other hand, some
(for instance, Allen Tate) more bluntly related this profanation of work to the attitude of the
prostitute who views her body as a “specialized” means of “profit”3 rather than as merely one
avenue of a covenant relationship meant to embrace all life. (Thus “Babylon, mother of
prostitutes,” became identified with such a culture.) In either case, the slave or prostitute needs
no sense of responsibility beyond physical survival, pleasure, profit or comfort.
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God Himself to re-create us in the context of Christ’s corporate Body (the new
creation) by invading our human experience in the power of the same Spirit
that raised Christ from the dead (Rom. 8:6-11). This death to our baser nature
constitutes what we see as “repentance.” Thus for us “to live is Christ” (Phil.
1:21). We believe that the way of life that God has brought us to provides a
context where such a love becomes not a means to an end but rather becomes
its own reward, an end in itself. In that life, God becomes both the beginning
and the end, the first and the last. So this way of simplicity offers a framework
within which to love others, not in order to manipulate them into our particular
congregation but so that we might enter into relationship on whatever level is
possible with everyone possible and to do so simply for the joy that comes
with experiencing love. For us, participation in God’s self-giving love in this
way is one of the greater, if not the greatest, experiences in this life. In short, a
love that begins with God unfolds to become an entire way of life, the vision
of life itself. And so it frees us from all the designs of that spirit which would
have us prostitute love and make it merely spiritual lust and a performance of
gifts, talents and personalities for the spiritual seduction of people who have
thus been reduced to little more than targets for religious ambitions and
opportunism. Advertising and marketing oneself for public consumption is
not the same as bringing salvation to the world. And, to put it perhaps too
bluntly, a prostitute is not the same as a wife.

Our emphasis on love does not mean, however, that we wish to slight those
other attributes associated with God—His glory, His majesty, His sovereignty,
His omnipotence, His omniscience, His transcendence, His justice, His
righteousness, His mercy, His wisdom and so on. It simply means that we see
all these attributes as flowing out of God’s love. We have not seen Scripture so
completely identify God with any of the rest of these attributes to the point of
saying that God is actually one of them. Yet it does say, “God is love.”* And it
does say that the love of both God and one’s neighbor are the “greatest”
commandments and that all the law and prophets are fulfilled in this self-
sacrificial love (1 John 4:16; Matt. 22:36-40; Gal. 5:13, 14). Jesus even said
that people would know we are His disciples by our love (John 13:35); and
Paul put love at the top of his list of fruit, then added that it was the greatest of
everything that will endure (Gal. 5:22; 1 Cor. 13:13). Love of our brothers,
John wrote, is even how we know we have passed from death to life (1 John
3:14). Love is, in short, a way of life, living for eternal life—the life of the
Lord Jesus. Thus our emphasis on the love of God (which some might see as
Pietistic or Wesleyan but that we, of course, see as simply Biblical). We do not,
however, believe that our choice is only between either love or these other
attributes or God’s truth in its most comprehensive form. Rather, we believe
that love is what binds them all together in the singular image of God and

* When Scripture says, “God is Spirit,” this describes for us His essential mode of being, not His
“personality” or character, as does love. When it says, “God is light,” it describes the effects of
the expression of Himself into a world unilluminated by His truthfulness.
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overcomes their often false representation as conflicting and irreconcilable
dichotomies.

On every level, we’ve found that Christianity viewed and practiced as a way
of life, as a way of love, is exceedingly blessed. It’s more blessed for those who
participate in this sort of expression of Christ’s Body because they’re not simply
telling people about the love of Jesus. Instead, they live a life expressive of that
love. Perhaps we could merely verbalize what Jesus has saved us from, the negative
aspect of salvation, and perhaps we could even give living testimony in our
individual lives to that fact. Perhaps we could also love those outside the church
from the more limited context of our individual and situational services to
them. But Jesus said that the world would know God had sent Him by our
“complete unity” (John 17:20-23) and that it would know we are His disciples
“by our love one for another” (John 13:35).

God’s “purpose in creation” was not, in short, merely directed toward
individuals in isolation but people in relationship—relationship with creation,
with other people and with God Himself. This to us is the whole message of
the Body of Christ and the kingdom of God. One theologian has said that the
church is the “inviting community of Christ,”4  sharing intimately and deeply in
the lived life of Christ. So ours is not only a salvation from but also for, and
relationship with God and people is what the “for” is all about. So we have
chosen to magnify the context of that relationship, to make our witness of love
corporate instead of solely individual, to try to become “a city set upon a hill,”
a “city that has foundations,” “a better . . . country,” the “kingdom of God,” all
of which denote a corporate, community expression.

To bring it perhaps into even sharper Biblical focus, Paul said that the
kingdom of God is “righteousness, peace and joy in the Holy Spirit” (Rom.
14:17). This kingdom, we believe, takes on a definite but living order and
shape, for it is comprised of human relationships with God, with other human
beings, with creation and with the world, all ordered and arranged by God so
that love can establish its unique rule in every sphere of life. Love’s noncoercive
rule is the rule of Christ as Lord, and we see it as offering the only alternative to
the rule of compulsion and brute force that marks all the economic and political
power paradigms of the kingdoms of the world.

To locate our lived lives in the context of Him in whom Paul said we are
complete also precludes our being shaped in mind, viewpoint and attitude by a
context outside of that Body or kingdom. This seems especially important to
us since Paul designated this Body as the fullness of Him who is all the fullness
of God (Col. 1:19; 2:9, 10; Eph. 1:22, 23, NEB). So to us, if Christ alone is
our salvation, then how can we find that salvation in Christ apart from becoming
a part of Christ as He solely expresses Himself through His fullness on earth,
through, that is, His own corporate Body, the church? We therefore do not see
ourselves seeking our definition, meaning or approval or identity from any
context outside that which is “the fullness of God”—that is, from a desacralized
world. Rather, we’re set free to simply love others because love now finds its
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fulfillment in the “completeness” of the Body of Christ as it reaches out
corporately in that love’s service to the world. (Even with simply a single member
who touches that world in service, if and when that member is vitally connected
to a Body whose other members all fully interrelate as such, then any member
used by God feels the full force of such a Body behind his life witness—just as
a hand tacitly experiences the strength of the arm, shoulder, back and head
whenever it moves to serve the body or those outside the body.)

We do not, then, try to entice people into the church. We do not want to
fall into the snare of attracting others by talents, gifts, personalities, buildings,
fashion or performances of any sort. Even our annual Thanksgiving Fairs, as
well as our Christmas and Easter events, are marked by being distinctly not
performances (or at least many have so testified). Even these events, then, express
what we actually are in our desire to bless our neighbors in the presence of
God. So we are free to simply enjoy coming into relationship with others by
being ourselves in God and sharing His love with them accordingly. If they are
drawn to us by that love, then we all know that it is God who is drawing us
together in something greater than any one of us or any single expression of
His Body. Even if it does not happen in this way, nothing is lost by loving
someone—the reward of love is always in itself.
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II. OUR HISTORICAL HERITAGE

 will now try to do what seems to me almost impossible: to share a little
     more about the historical background of our community. I say “almost
impossible” because so many of us come from so many different backgrounds,
and all of these have had their deep and lasting effect on the identity of our
fellowship. Particularly is this so with our brothers and sisters from Jewish,
Baptist, Pentecostal and Anabaptist backgrounds. It has been given to me,
however, to write this introduction; and I have been with this particular
fellowship from its inception (one of only two of those adults still living who
have). So, as distorting as it may be to the whole picture, I can only write from
the perspective of my own experience and then hope, because both it and our
church seem to us so profoundly typical of what we most cherish in the
American experience, that it will prove somehow representative of a very diverse
people. I cannot be exhaustive in telling everything of our background
(although I may very well succeed in being exhausting, and the reader will
need to be more than just a little curious to follow the winding course of this
part). Rather, I have been highly selective in choosing what I see as making us
what we currently are.

In regard to this question of background, we may have appeared a bit
anxious when the university graduate class (mentioned at the beginning) first
came to visit. If so, it’s partly because we were far from certain that we would
be able to meet the expectations or needs of the class, especially in regard to
the key question asked about background—specifically the Anabaptist influence.
Even though we do currently draw probably the greatest portion of our most
visible beliefs and lifestyle and values from the Anabaptist tradition, this is not
by any means the sole source from which we’ve drawn. It is probably already
obvious just how much of our life has also been drawn from the movement
known historically as Pietism; and other major influences have entered the
picture as well, as the reader will soon see.

Yet in the course of trying to explain these relationships and lines of derivation,
sometimes misunderstandings have arisen in the past. Some of them have been
troubling, others amusing. We once told an area judge (a decent Baptist man of
good will, who was inquiring about us serving on juries and our religious teachings
on this and other issues of nonviolence) that our position came from an
Anabaptist tradition. “Anti-Baptist!” he exclaimed mildly but incredulously,
“That’s pretty bold for this part of the country” (one of the many places
contending for the title of “the buckle” on the Baptist “Bible belt”). Naturally,
we hastened to clarify the confusion.

The theology class that visited us seemed somewhat atypical in this respect.
For instance, when most people come, they usually show little interest in our
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specific doctrines. Rather, they primarily focus their questions on our lifestyle.
They see that we live a simple life, that we dress modestly, that we’re rooted in
the land, that we farm with draft animals and so on. They then usually ask,
“Where does all of this come from?” We tell them the obvious: that what they
see largely comes from the Anabaptist tradition.

Sometimes visitors know that we’re nonviolent, that we believe in separation
of church and State and so on. These, too, evoke questions about the origin of
such beliefs. Again, we explain what we believe to be their New Testament
origins but their Anabaptist line of descent. Then, however, the next thing we
know, we’re often identified solely and strictly as Anabaptists. Particularly if
it’s a reporter from a newspaper or television that we’re talking to, the article
or telecast almost invariably seems to tell everyone that we’re Anabaptists. But
please don’t misunderstand me: this is not to us a “bad” thing, since there are
few groups we’d rather be associated with or that we could likely more
appropriately be associated with.

One paper, however, went a step further. When we had answered the reporter’s
always inevitable last question and said that much of our life and teaching
derives from the Anabaptist tradition, he asked, “What’s that?” We answered,
“Well, do you know who the Mennonites are?” So the article then came out
telling everyone that we were “Mennonites.” We tried to correct that, but these
confusions seem almost inevitable at times. Again, we wouldn’t want any
misunderstanding: if we are to be associated with any group, we can hardly
think of one we’d rather be associated with (though certain branches of this
tradition would no doubt fail to appreciate our inclusion). When the theology
professor asked who we were most like, we said, “Probably Mennonite.” But
that’s not wholly accurate or even our desire; or maybe it’s wishful thinking on
our part, for we do feel a great affinity and identification with the purity and
love and gentleness of the culturally conservative Mennonite tradition, though
we fall far short in many areas of its best examples and also widely diverge
from it in some crucial areas of our relationship with God and with unbelievers.

So it’s sometimes difficult for us to know where to draw the line. At the
same time, however, it seems obvious when looking over most of what
constitutes our community’s beliefs that the largest portion does come from
the Anabaptist tradition, whether in lifestyle or in doctrine. This would include
the following:

—A renunciation of religious coercion or the forcing of conscience
in any way.

—A belief in uncompromising nonviolence and nonresistance (as distinct
from the narrower and much more relativistically held political activism
or advocacy  that today the term “pacifism” widely connotes).

—A belief that Old Testament Israel manifested the purpose of God
sown in a natural body, a body politic, that passed away and rose
in a spiritual Body with the risen Christ and the birth of the church
as the kingdom in which “all the families of the earth would be
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blessed.” Although this does not preclude God’s blessing and purpose
for natural Israel, the old, “ungerminated” seed of God’s purpose
in a natural nation cannot now serve to define the fully flowering
fruit in God’s spiritual community comprised of all peoples.

—A belief that, though all Scripture is profitable when rightly applied,
the New Testament alone gives the explicit and definitive guidelines
for the church and Christian life, and in no way can the Old
Testament any longer be used to justify State churches and their
persecution of dissenters, as if the church were merely the Old
Testament natural nation of Israel superimposed on the Gentiles.

—A foregoing of active participation in the polis of time (politics) in
favor of a full life in the context of the polis of eternity (the kingdom
of God, the community of Christ).

—A belief in the separation of church and State in order to protect
and sanctify not the State but the church as Christ’s virgin Bride.

—A belief that, while God commands us to render unto Caesar his
due and to duly honor, pray for and obey him, ultimate loyalty
and devotion belongs to God—not to Caesar. Especially does this
prove crucial when Caesar would forthrightly have us deny God.
This belief has incurred much persecution against Anabaptists,
from Inquisitors to Nazis and Stalinists. Yet, as Solzhenitsyn said,
how different the world would be if all people had responded with
Peter (or, we might add, even James Madison) that God must be
obeyed before men.5

—A belief in a certain simplicity of lifestyle, a rootedness in the land,
an emphasis on family and intentional community.

—A belief that church government arises from a relational form of
internalized and noncoercive authority based on consent and
emerging from within the local church and associated churches,
or else spontaneously emerging from a founding ministry. In short,
we are of the “free church” or the “believers’ church” tradition.
We also believe in a plurality of leaders.

—A belief in an encounter with the transcendent God who “breaks
into” and redefines human experience and understanding in
revelation and regeneration rather than a belief in merely
propositional or scholastic or rationalistic knowledge about God,
salvation and Scripture. (We do not fault theological menus but
believe they have little value unless believers can eat the promised
meal.)

—A belief that knowing God constitutes salvation (John 17:1-3) and
that this knowledge of the nature and love of God comes through
the Lord Jesus Christ (John 1:16-18; 14:6-10; 17:1-3; 2 Cor. 4:6;
Heb. 1:1-4; 1 John 5:20) and is to rest solely on the enscriptured
Word as it was lived out through the first church and is revealed to
us today by the Holy Spirit (John 14:16-18, 26; 16:13; 1 Cor.
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2:10-16; 1 John 2:27). This revelation is not, in other words, based
on the language of Greek (Neoplatonic) philosophy or later church
councils or creeds insisting on often nonbiblical terminology for
litmus test theological points and central issues of faith.

—A belief (similar to the above) that we are “built on the foundation
of the apostles and prophets” as interpreted by the Holy Spirit,
not as interpreted by “church fathers,” “The Apologists” or church
councils and creeds.

—A belief that the New Testament in its entirety should be interpreted
Christo-centrically, with the life and teachings of Jesus being as
important as a standard for Christian life (in ethics, conduct, love
and sanctification) as His death and resurrection are for
justification and regeneration. And beyond being a mere standard,
we believe that the resurrected Christ is now eternally alive and
reigns as Head over His Body, the church, which now is His life
on earth (Phil. 1:21; Rom. 6:8, 9; Eph. 1:22, 23). So to be “in
Christ” is to necessarily be in His Body, which does not merely
model itself after Christ but lives out by the Spirit His very life on
earth (Eph. 2:19-22; 1 Cor. 12:4-12, 27; Rom. 8:1-4, 9-14; Gal.
2:20; Phil. 1:21), conforming itself to His very image by the power
of the same Spirit that indwelt Him without measure (Rom. 8:9-
16, 29; John 3:34, NASU).

—An emphasis on applying the Bible to everyday life (in other words,
lived religion or sanctification or embodied holiness, which marked
not only the Anabaptists but also the early Pietists, as many of
these other above traditions also still do). We do stress orthopraxy
but believe that both right belief and right conduct (orthodoxy
and orthopraxy) must be fused in an authentically lived life. Creeds
or doctrines that have no decisive or real bearing on our relationship
to God, to our brotherhood or to the world but that are nonetheless
used as litmus tests for judging and rejecting others seem to us to
deny both the Spirit and letter of Christianity.

—A belief that the great Reformation must at some point go beyond
simply the reform of doctrines (and a sort of creedal sacramentalism)
to meet and merge with the reformation of human lives and the
church that those lives build. (Some might say the source of this
belief also lies in Pietism, though, again, we would say its source is
simply Biblical.)

—A view of the Reformation as ongoing, even reaching all the way
back to the restored roots of New Testament Christianity as it was
practiced by its first Jewish believers (what is often pejoratively referred
to by its detractors as “primitivism”). Because of this, although we
place weight on what many consider orthodox, we also remain
open to God, knowing that Jesus has not yet returned, and so, in
our view, the restitution of all things has not yet occurred (Acts
3:21, KJV).
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—A belief in the one God of Jewish monotheism who fully incarnated
Himself in the fully human life of Jesus of Nazareth with whom
He became fully one (John 1:1-3, 14; 1 Tim. 3:16; John 10:30;
14:9-11; 17:21-23). This oneness we now believe extends into
the life of Christ’s corporate Body (John 17:18-24) and the
individuals who comprise it as they, too, are brought into oneness
with God (at-one-ment) in Spirit, in truth and in love, all of which
we also see monotheistically rather than polytheistically or
pluralistically or relativistically.

—A belief that saving faith always brings a commitment to the
“obedience that comes from faith” and a pledge to discipleship,
neither of which can be separated from conversion or salvation. In
other words, we believe Luther’s words (probably more than Luther
himself) when he said: “A Christian . . . should increase his faith
until it is perfect. For this faith is his life, his righteousness, and his
salvation: it saves him and makes him acceptable . . . .”6  And we
believe Calvin’s words on this probably far more than Calvin did,
that “actual holiness of life is not separated from free imputation
of righteousness.”7

—A belief that discipleship is tied to the very formation of gathered
believers into the Body of Christ—into the visible church.

—A belief in believer’s baptism (immersion) as a pledge of the old
nature into the sacrificial death of Jesus as well as into the lordship of
Jesus and that therefore takes place in the name of Jesus (1 Pet.
3:21; Rom. 6:3-5; Acts 2:38; 8:16; 10:46-48; 19:1-5). Moreover,
this pledge is therefore one of submission to discipleship and thus
necessarily an initiation into a believers’ church, an initiation that
places us “in Christ” through His own corporate Body (Rom. 6:3-5;
1 Cor. 12:13).

—A belief in spiritual regeneration through a powerful encounter with
God (Acts 2:1-4; 10:44-48; 19:1-6).

—A belief that the Lord’s Supper is a memorial of Jesus’ singular
sacrifice but that it, at the same time, also signifies and celebrates
the ongoing and growing communion in the sacrificial death of
Jesus that committed disciples actually do share in their daily life
with one another in the Lord. In this sense, we hearken back to the
original Anabaptist self-definition of “the community of the
committed.” Communion represents the rededication of the
individual and the church, a rededication of the pledge originally
made at baptism into the sacrificial death of Jesus that a life lived
in love for others entails.

—A belief in a certain separation from the world but without
separatism or sectarianism. This could be understood in the sense
that a wife’s relationship to her husband is set apart, sanctified, on
one level in the marriage but not so much that it would exclude all
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forms of relationship with those outside the couple’s own particular
marital covenant. In other words, adultery is forbidden, but certainly
not every conversation or friendship except with one’s husband
entails adultery. This same is true of Christ’s Bride, the church.

As any reader familiar with the subject would have by now noticed, even
those beliefs that do derive from the Anabaptist tradition aren’t always
necessarily formulated here according to what might be called the “classical”
terminology of that tradition. Like all movements, the Anabaptists have not
stood still for the last nearly five centuries. They have grown and branched off
and flowered into new expressions of ongoing restoration. Some have walked
the path toward maturity and restoration but only for a season, and some are
still on that path; others, we hesitate to say, seem to have dug in their heels
and ossified; even more sadly perhaps, some have merely dissolved through
an assimilation disguised as progress and maturity; and some, finally, have
simply collapsed. Many claim that today there is simply too much diversity to
any longer speak of a unified Anabaptist vision. Harold Bender did try, in the
1940’s, to supply such a unifying vision,8 but the Anabaptists have only further
diversified since then. Now even among the Mennonites alone important
shifts have occurred, even in major conferences. These shifts have produced
an exceedingly pluralistic church, and this is true even if only the Mennonite
branch of the Anabaptist faith were considered by itself.

Nonetheless, many still see the enormous pluralism of the Anabaptist
movement as fitting into four broad categories. According to Sawatsky, these
could be labeled the Separationist, the Establishment, the Reformist and the
Transformationist branches. The Separationists* emphasize a two-kingdom
theology that calls for cultural and social separation from a fallen world that
itself rests on compulsory power and brute force. This separation is signified
“in dress and/or technological nonconformity and/or limited political
involvement.” The key words for this tradition, says Sawatsky, are
“nonconformity and nonresistance.” The old Schleitheim Confession might
best express their position.9

With the Establishment Anabaptists, a two-kingdom theology still remains
central but calls primarily “for separation from worldliness to holy living,
including nonresistance.” They still believe in political noninvolvement in a
world whose basic systems depend ultimately on compulsion, but they take an
open theological position against “abortion and governmental centralization.”
They emphasize conversion and a faith-centered obedience. Some might
consider Menno Simons (1496-1561) “a sixteenth-century parallel” to this
position.10

Reformists shift significantly away from the traditional Anabaptist two-
kingdom approach. In fact, ironically, they seem to incline more toward the
Augustinian, or even the Calvinistic, postmillennial position on politics but

* With its negative connotations these days, this is in several ways a less than satisfactory choice
of words.
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from the opposite end of the political spectrum. This model sees the church as
responsible for the world and its social and even political institutions. The
church, in this view, should particularly concern itself with the lapsed world’s
social problems and take a stand against violence in a fallen world. “Love and
peace” provide the key words of this movement, but, again, this is not viewed
as only occurring within the kingdom of self-sacrificial love.11 The “flower
children” of the sixties found much in common with this position, and some
of the remnants of that sixties movement still feel drawn to this group and
what has been called its more or less “left-wing” political orientation and
involvement to change a fallen and unregenerated world.

It is the Transformationists, however, that represent the most radical wing of
the Anabaptists, so radical, in fact, that most Anabaptists would probably even
deny their inclusion in the ranks. They emphasize “liberating men, women and
children from social, economic and political structures which limit their human
potentiality.”12 Yet this “liberation” does not come via any Biblical sort of
conversion of individuals through their adoption into an alternative Christian
culture. Rather, it more often seems to advocate the political or social overthrow
of existing worldly structures. In one way (though, again, from the opposite
political spectrum), they ironically are perhaps closest of all to the Augustinian
and Calvinistic one-kingdom approach in that they believe the church’s mission
is to transform or even bring down the world’s institutions (at least when these
still conform in any way to traditional or conservative norms) and that those
institutions are not therefore intrinsically fallen but only in need of change
through political reorientation. Instead of a radical alternative to what Oxford’s
Hartwell called “politics [as] religion,”13 they have dropped the radical Christian
alternative and settled for one of the major alternatives within the world system.
According to this view, a change in social or cultural environment is all people
need in order to be “good,” not an essential change in human nature through a
powerful regeneration by God’s Spirit. To achieve their goals they may “advocate
confrontation, nonpayment of taxes” or even “violence in the name of
liberation.” Their key “words are: justice and freedom.” But these terms must
now be understood not in a spiritual but in a wholly natural context. Their
early parallels could perhaps be found in Thomas Müntzer, Jan van Leiden and
Hans Hut.14 Most Anabaptists would feel that this group has abandoned and
even betrayed the distinctively Anabaptist tradition, as Conrad Grebel and others
felt 500 years ago about Müntzer. We agree with this criticism and reject this
last position, as well as the preceding one.

So it is evident we wouldn’t necessarily or wholly or even partly agree with
certain branches of what is identified as Anabaptism, or even with some versions
of what are called Anabaptist beliefs. As said, the last two groups mentioned
above we do not agree with at all on any major issue, goal, principle or means,
any more than most Catholics would agree with Liberationist theology or
most Baptists would agree with process theology. We also make a further
distinction, foreign to certain Anabaptists, between “community” and
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“commune.” To us, the latter term carries a socialist connotation that we reject
(as do most Anabaptists). To speak in more down-to-earth, practical terms, we
see our community more like an old country village made up of individual
homesteads where the family maintains its integrity as a unit.*

All considered, it seems apparent that we would be more likely to fall into
the first two categories of Separationist and Establishment Anabaptists. Yet I
have a serious reluctance to be wholly defined even by those, since, as I’ve
said, we have drawn from many traditions. Moreover, the word “separationist”
can carry formidable, even negative, connotations and so must here be
distinguished from separatism and isolationism; and the term “establishment,”
at least since the sixties, is a word also laden with negative connections that
often evoke images of unbending, unchanging, power-hungry patricians. The
choice of words for these two branches is therefore unfortunate (although
hopefully unintentional).

Perhaps, however, I can clarify my earlier point about our own diversified
roots by asking a series of rhetorical questions: Because we believe in baptism
by immersion, does that make us Baptist? Because we believe in communion
as a memorial, does that make us Presbyterian? Because we believe that God’s
grace can alone bring conversion and transformation of the individual and
that this is initiated neither by the will of man nor the will of the flesh nor the
decision of man but by God, does that make us Calvinist? Because we believe
that the individual is, however, responsible to accept or reject that move of
grace†and work with it, does that make us Arminians (or even perhaps
Augustinians)? Because we agree with Dante Alighieri’s insistence both that
“the primitive church had been the purest and the apostles’ interpretation of
Christ’s teachings the most reliable”15 and that this pattern should be returned
to as normative, what does this make us—Catholic (with a “Dante” twist) or
Anabaptists? Because we agree with Peter Waldo and Erasmus that the monastic
ideal had been diverted from its original intention of a community life applicable
“to everyone who would be a Christian,” does this make us Waldensians or Christian
humanists? Because we believe that the Reformation doctrines that Luther
initiated should merge with a reformation of lives, does that make us German
Pietists? Because we, on the one hand, believe in imputation of righteousness by
faith, does that make us Lutherans? Or, on the other hand, because we believe that
this imputation, too, cannot be separated from an encounter with the Holy Spirit
which begins imparting God’s righteousness through regeneration and proceeds
through sanctification, does that, once again, make us Anabaptists or Wesleyans
or Pentecostals? Still further, because we believe in this ongoing process of
sanctification (even if we do struggle with the question of “entire sanctification”),

* But then, again, I’m even reluctant to describe it in that way, since we don’t embrace our
lifestyle just because it is “old-fashioned.” There are principles behind why we do certain
things and why we do them the way we do. I briefly touched upon these in the previous
section.

† Prevenient grace only in the sense that it is given to all indiscriminately—not in the sense
that there is no need for a special grace for individuals.
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does that make us Methodists? Or do all these questions (which we have
elsewhere tried to diligently answer) simply make us confusing or confused?

The list could go on and on. What we present here hardly exhausts the
possibilities. But we also strongly depart from many of these denominal
positions, so they cannot truly or unqualifiedly define us. Many times I have
naively wished that we could simply be called “Christians” and leave it at
that, for we have sincerely tried to derive our beliefs directly from Scripture as
revealed by the work of the Holy Spirit (John 16:13).

Spiritual Genealogy

If, in explaining our roots to some visiting group of aspiring theologians or
ministers, I had it all to do over again, I might say on a little more detailed level
what I hinted at when talking to the theology professor on his class’s visit. I
would explain that even our Anabaptist traditions have come to us in a very
circuitous and excursive way. As such, they form a sort of historical puzzle. Again, I
can only try to tie all the pieces together from the perspective that I know—
not that of every member. It may perhaps startle the reader to know that one
piece of our puzzle probably took root in embryonic form in this country in
1727 in the Appalachian Mountains. As some may know, although Mennonites
had settled in Germantown, Pennsylvania, by 1683, the year 1727 marked the
founding of the first Mennonite colony just east of the Appalachians. They
settled quite heavily along the Blue Ridge Mountains, and theirs was one of the
first permanent white settlements in the upper Shenandoah Valley.16 This
geographical location would play a part in the diffusion and intermingling of
beliefs that eventually became our fellowship’s own.

Another piece of the puzzle fell into place when the first permanent European
settlement in the back country of North Carolina appeared on a 100,000-acre tract
called Wachovia. This was settled in 1752 by the Moravians, who came, of
course, out of the German Pietist movement.17 The Moravians were also the
first to record, in their diaries, the presence of the Mennonites, and they also
profoundly influenced John Wesley, as his own journals document.18 Yet another
branch of German dissidents (Amish, Mennonites and Dunkers) settled in
Pennsylvania just beyond the coastal fringe. The Dunkers settled there in 1719.
Four years later, in 1723, these Dunkers founded the first American congregation
of German Baptist Brethren in Germantown, Pennsylvania. They were perhaps
best known, however, for baptizing by trine immersion. These German Baptist
Brethren (or Dunkards or Dunkers) also emerged from the Pietist movement,
but they were so deeply influenced by the Anabaptists as to often be identified
with them.19 I mention these perhaps seemingly disconnected groups because all
three Anabaptist and Pietist influences came to play a s ignificant and even personal
role in our own history.
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As a starter, I can tell you that in the 1850’s, some Moravian sisters left the
North Carolina church at Wachovia for what would become Moravia, Iowa.
There, they started another Pietist church. My wife’s great-great-grandfather,
Warren Arthur McDanel, played a part in all this. He was the great-grandson of
William McDanel. William was born in Scotland and emigrated to Delaware
with all four of his brothers. He married while in Delaware, and then all five
brothers eventually bought parcels of land in Beaver County, Pennsylvania,
where they all built log homes. In other words, they settled more according to
the patterns of a Scottish clan than according to any myth of rugged American
individualists. The Scot influence remained strong even to the third generation,
when the grandson of the original immigrant was noted, in his obituary, for “a
strong Scottish accent, a quick wit and a cheerful manner.” The McDanels
became a large and prominent family in Beaver County. William and his wife
Mary had 11 children. But in any event, it was this William who, ironically,
served as one of the original organizers (and probably a minister) of the first
German Baptist Brethren Church* in Beaver County, Pennsylvania. William’s
son, Abraham, followed his father in his Brethren faith and in occupation,
farming, which, along with the rest of the agrarian lifestyle, was held to
religiously, almost as a tenet of their beliefs. Abraham’s grandson and William’s
great-grandson, Warren Arthur, was converted and married in the Fairview
Brethren Church. This, of course, is what a branch of the German Baptist
Brethren (Dunkers) later called themselves. So here we have a Scots great-
grandson of a Pennsylvanian Baptist minister who joined a Moravian church
that in turn became a Brethren church. Quite a mix!

There is, however, a larger story to give some sense to this apparent muddle
of German Pietists, Anabaptists and Scots. The Pietist-Anabaptists that settled
in Pennsylvania in 1719 were part of an immigrant wave of Germans who had
been solicited to the Pennsylvania colony by James Logan, William Penn’s
learned Ulster-Scot secretary. Logan had been looking for what Bil Gilbert
called a “disposable people” to settle along the northernmost edge of the colony.20

By “disposable” he meant a people whose loss to the inevitable native hostilities
of the area would not too greatly inconvenience or discomfort anyone.21 He
wanted this people to serve as a buffer against the fierce Iroquois nation to the
north. Logan was hopeful that these settlers would even begin to penetrate the
Appalachian Mountains (known in Pennsylvania as the Alleghenies). The settlers
could then, in Logan’s plan, make inroads for colonial commercial interests.
Land speculators and traders would follow and draw the profits from an
expanding territory.22

To Logan’s great regret and frustration, the Germans settled in the first
empty space they found just beyond the already settled coastal area. This was
not where Logan had intended they should settle.23 My own great-great-great-
great-great-great (whew!) grandfather, Adam Fischer, settled among those

* These churches were often referred to as simply “Baptist” but were, in fact, German Baptist
Brethren churches.
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German Pietist-Anabaptists in Lancaster County, Pennsylvania, in the 1700’s.
It is an area noted today as some of the richest farmland in the country. In any
case, the German Pietist-Anabaptists did not serve as the “disposable people”
Logan had sought. They were too “pacifistic” and too community oriented.

So once again the search resumed. Logan finally fixed his attention upon
another people. These were the Lowland Scots who had migrated to Northern
Ireland. These Scottish Lowlanders had for centuries been trampled on by Rome,
invaded and raided by the Norse and Danes. They had been plundered and
looted by the Highlanders (whom the Lowlanders, for reasons obvious to them
in their suffering, called “Red Shanks”). Occasionally, the Lowlanders were
butted north by the English in their reprisals against Scottish raids into Yorkshire,
although the Scot raids were made mostly by the Lowlanders’ enemies from
the Highlands or the Lowlander ruffians of the “Borders.”24 So the Scots in
this area were pressed on every side. If all this wasn’t misery enough, the
Lowlanders lived in mud hovels, which they hospitably shared with their skinny
cows; and it took eight of their oxen to plow the meagerest acreage of their
niggardly lowland soil. Finally, the people themselves were illiterate, destitute,
disease-ridden, and they were often left starving by various crop-failure-induced,
or else war-induced, famines.25

Then came the year 1559. In England, Queen Elizabeth, through her Act
of Supremacy, had casually established herself the head of the Anglican Church.
In Scotland, John Knox returned from France, after rowing for years on a
prison galley. With Knox, Presbyterianism, too, came to Scotland.26 One
Scottish historian, Monica Clough, uncharitably called Knox and his cohorts,
with their fierce brand of Calvinism, the Presbyterian “ayatollahs.”27 Of course,
many Anabaptists would heartily concur, for those of our persuasion have not
always been kindly treated by some branches of Calvinism (to say the least).
Scotland, of course, would be the first country to enshrine Calvinism as the
State religion, just as Geneva had done as a city, and it is also true that some of
the most fanatical features of Calvinism were in full force in Scotland.

Yet a peculiar twist also marked the story in Scotland. Some unpredictable
leavening influences began to work, and these would soon purge one branch
of Scottish Presbyterianism of its more ruthless and extreme forms of Calvinism.
Eventually, this would even bring some of the Scot Presbyterians into contact
with both Pietists and Anabaptists. Stoeffler hinted at these influences when he
noted that the entirety of Scot Presbyterianism was, in a curious way, Pietistic28

(seemingly a contradiction in terms). The Ulster branch would become most
markedly Pietistic. This influence would ultimately have personal significance
for my own family (as when the Scots-Irish, like my wife’s great-(5x) grandfather,
moved to Pennsylvania and finally became a member of the Church of the
Brethren). Only the earlier leavening of Pietism could have prepared these Scot
Presbyterians for such a shift.

The Ulster Pietism also in large part explains what even Clough had to
admit about the Scottish Reformation: that it “began . . . peacefully and by
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popular agreement,” that it came with “little bloodshed,” that it produced
“hardly any martyrs” among its Catholic protagonists29 and that it introduced
the concepts of “the duty of free inquiry” (arising from the need of free “access
to the Scriptures”) and “the priesthood of all believers.” These latter two
eventually “led to liberty in a political as well as a religious sense through the
need to form independent judgements” and the demand for an “equality” before
the law.30 Moreover, as the Catholic Fitzpatrick pointed out, there was never
(as with most of the rest of Europe) much of a witch-hunting craze among the
Scots, particularly the Ulster Scots. The latter were also especially remarkable
in that their long history was unmarred by any trace of anti-Semitism.31 Finally,
“in Scotland, hitherto so dependent on an oral tradition, the opening of Scripture
was enormously important and formative.” In fact, it “caused a great upsurge
in literacy.”32 Fitzpatrick (the Irish Catholic) called the Scottish Reformation
“one of the most totally transforming experiences in the history of Western
civilization.”33 The effects of Pietism on the Reformation were in no small
measure responsible for its unique evolution.

This Pietistic Presbyterianism (let us hope only seemingly an oxymoron)
greatly impacted my wife’s and my own Lowlander ancestors. In one generation,
Presbyterianism had revolutionized the lives of these and other Lowlanders.
Not only did the Scots cease to be the most illiterate people in Europe, but
they soon became what some historians today claim were the most literate. Six
hundred Presbyterian ministers launched the Scottish kirks (churches), which
were as much educational as religious enclaves.34 There, the ministers hammered
at the flinty minds of the Lowlander children until the latter could understand
the meaty messages and manifestoes pouring forth from Presbyterian pulpits.

Yet since English hegemony at that time depended greatly upon the certifying
and consolidating power of a State-established Anglican Church, Presbyterianism
in Scotland, like Puritanism in England and Catholicism in Ireland and dissenters
everywhere, could not help but at different times clash with English political
designs. As such, it posed at the least an abiding thorn in England’s side.
Eventually, the Stuart king James I decided that he could play off the
obstreperous Lowlanders against the even more thorny political problem of
the Ulster Irish. The Irish rebellion had been momentarily suppressed in 1603.
But King James became convinced that the only permanent solution would be
to plant a colony of Protestants in Ireland, since every English nobleman sent
there for five centuries to rule had ended up speaking Gaelic and in effect even
becoming Irish. So in 1605 James proposed that, under English and Scot
landlords, with a few gentry thrown in for good measure, the Lowlanders
could occupy all the confiscated plantations of the dispossessed Irish in that
most troublesome of all areas—Ulster. The “permanent” solution, however,
became the permanent problem.35

Nonetheless, King James’s offer proved irresistible to a people who had
lived in such dire straits for so long. Beyond their desire for some farmland
into which they could sink family roots, the Lowland Scots also entertained
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the compelling illusion that they could distance themselves from the reach of
the English State church. So they sailed to Ulster with such alacrity and in such
numbers that by 1620 between thirty and forty thousand Lowland Scots had
settled in Northern Ireland.36 Among my own matrilineal Scot ancestors, the
McClures came to Ulster in 1608. They were teachers in the clan McCleod
and therefore known as “Sons of the Book” or, more picturesquely, “Sons of
the Pale One.” On my father’s side, the Scottish Blairs migrated to Northern
Ireland.

These Scot Presbyterians soon graciously also invited into this Ulster hornet’s
nest their fellow Calvinists from France, the Huguenots. These French
Protestants had been suffering vicious persecution in their own homeland. They
had been in six wars in France and had just about had their fill of military
conflict.37 The Scots would come to the same frame of mind—it just took
them another couple of centuries to shed this more troublesome side of their
Calvinistic and Celtic heritage. The Huguenots would, by the time of their
later migration to America, begin to pick up more and more irenic qualities
from that branch of Pietism that had rigorously avoided becoming another
denomination and instead remained “church related” in the sense that it saw its
purpose as influencing already-established churches.

Yet long before this Huguenot transformation, the Scots had known the
fame of the Huguenots as weavers of superb French tapestries. So they recruited
these French Protestant craftsmen to help establish a thriving Scottish woolen
and linen textile industry in Northern Ireland—the famous “Irish” linen. This
soon, however, began to compete with England’s own robust textile industry,
which had by now formed the backbone of her burgeoning mercantile economy.
So the English decided to pull up short this upstart competitor. It did so through
confiscatory taxes, harassing regulations, punishing tariffs and even outright
terrorism. Soon the flourishing weaving industry of the Scots-Irish in Ulster
felt the heel of England’s prodigious economic boot.

In several waves of persecution to crush the Scots-Irish weaving industry,
the English had also banned Ulster ministers from their pulpits, demanded
they recant their Presbyterianism and forbade them from performing baptisms,
communions or marriages. To enforce this last ban, the English declared that
any Ulster Scots married by one of their own ministers were not legally married.
They were therefore cohabiting against the law and declared to be living in
fornication. Women were prosecuted in court for living with their own
husbands! The Scots were also disenfranchised for not accepting the Anglican
religion. They could not even bury their own dead unless a licensed Anglican
priest officiated at the funeral. Their children, because the parents had been
“cohabiting” without being married by a State-licensed minister, were officially
declared “bastards” and therefore dispossessed of their inheritances.38

All of this persecution reduced tens of thousands of Ulster Scots to pauperism,
but it did little to crush their religious resolve. In fact, it seemed to only serve
to strengthen, solidify and inflame it. Within the first generation of migration
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to Northern Ireland and under the duress of the first wave of persecution, the
Pietistic strain at last began to emerge. It would, if only in reaction to their
own horrific experience with the State-backed Anglican church, eventually lead
one branch out of a more rigid Calvinism and its dubious inheritance of the
old Constantinian synthesis of church and State that the Magisterial Reformers
had not been able to shake off. This was to have tremendous influence in
shaping America’s views of such matters. The emerging Pietistic influence further
led these Presbyterians toward not only the Anabaptist and Pietist emphasis on
religious experience but also toward what would become for the later Wesleyans
an emphasis on holiness and sanctification.

This latter Pietistic influence that I’m referring to broke through the surface
in Ireland in 1625, when a historically momentous revival had erupted in Ulster,
“the Six-Mile Water Revival.” This was the first of its kind in the recorded
history of the British Isles. It soon spread back to western and Lowland Scotland
through a phenomenon called “Holy Fairs” (misrepresented and lampooned
by Robert Burns when he was toadying to the institutionalist Scottish State
church, the relentless oppressors of the revivalists).39 Out of the Ulster revival
and its successors there developed a stream of Scots-Irish Presbyterianism impelled
by an “emotionally charged piety” and “spontaneity” that contrasted markedly
to the “official, institutional church structures” of mainline Calvinistic
Presbyterianism.40

On the other hand, during the century following the revival, the opposing
“religious authorities duly constituted within the systems of official church
structures” were increasingly “influenced by the Enlightenment” and its
secularizing “rationalism” and “rationalistic moral theology,” which in turn
increasingly took morality out of its context in a relationship with God and
placed it in the changing vagaries of human reasoning.41 This institutionalized,
rationalistic hierarchy either systematized a rigid Calvinism (much as Aquinas
had used Aristotelian logic to systematize Catholic belief), or it reacted to
Hume in movements such as Thomas Reid’s “Scottish realism,” or else it
simply drifted into deism.42 All its elements consciously opposed the more
Pietistic “Irish innovations” that had much earlier first begun to appear around
the time of the Six-Mile Water Revival. Among these “innovations” were what
detractors called “‘abusive’ practices,” such as “spontaneity and emotionalism
in worship,”43 including “popular ecstatic experiences.”44 In brief, whenever
God Himself seemed to enter the picture and displace the primacy of a fallen
human reasoning that often served to merely politically institutionalize human
power, God’s direct interference was denounced as “emotionalism.”  The
rationalists mistakenly believed that fallen human emotions would prove more
dangerous to human history than fallen human reasoning, but such secular
blood baths as the French Reign of Terror, the Nazi Holocaust, the Gulag and
Laogai would show just how tragically mistaken this notion was.

In any case, at those “Holy Fairs” and other lay meetings, believers were said
to experience “direct and overwhelming encounters with the divine.”45 This
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Pietistic influence in this particular strain of Scottish Christianity deliberately
encouraged what one scholar has called “a spirituality that emphasized
dependence on the movement of the Holy Spirit within individuals, especially
in a communal worship setting, which in turn had emphasized strong emotional
piety.”46 This spontaneous movement eventually branched off into the Seceder
Church, or Associate Presbytery, which, a century after the Ulster revival, finally
separated from the Church of Scotland.47 The Seceders maintained this tradition
against the growing rationalism and scholasticism (as well as the oppression) of
the official State church.48 It also further greatly weakened the hold on Ulster
Scots of many of the more extreme characteristics of Calvinism and prepared
them for even more far-reaching changes that would soon come in the New
World.

In the meantime, due to English persecution against the transplanted Scots
in Ireland, by the early 1700’s the Ulster Scots were once again destitute, harassed,
oppressed on every side, now by both the English and the Irish. England had,
in fact, after over a century of Scot tenure, given all the land back to the Irish.
And through all these political machinations, a tragic struggle was born in
Northern Ireland that continues to this day and is erroneously blamed on religion
instead of State manipulation of religion for political purposes. In any case,
many Scots at that time, literally starving to death, could not easily return to
Scotland because of their strained relations with the official State church there.

It was at this critical juncture, in 1715, that Pennsylvania’s Logan extended
to the Scots-Irish the same offer he’d made to the German Pietists: Would the
Ulster Scots like to come to America as a buffer for the commercial interests of
Pennsylvanian elites who did not wish to dirty their hands with disposing of
troublesome natives? Just as the similar offer to move to Ireland on behalf of
English political-commercial purposes had proven irresistible, so, too, did
Logan’s offer, but this time they had learned a lesson and there would be a
difference. As Gilbert said, taking little with them but their Bibles and their
God, this Pietistic strand of Scots-Irish left everything behind, and in the 1720’s
alone, 50,000 migrated to America. Gilbert called them a “decapitated” society.
Seldom in history, he said, had a people been so totally divested of their past
and by such violent circumstances.49

When the Scots-Irish arrived in Pennsylvania, Logan was certain that he had
at last found his “disposable people.” Yet this is where the immigrants departed
from the pattern they’d all too well come to know at the hands of the English
in Ireland. And their hard-earned lessons made the Ulster Scots, if anything,
even less tractable to Logan’s plans than had been the German Pietists. In his
frustration at their recalcitrance, Logan repeated the belligerent English policy
of confiscatory fines, taxes and bureaucratic harassment.50 This time, in such a
great wilderness of a country, the Scots-Irish did not tarry long: they immediately
began yet another great migration. This time the Ulster men, fired by stories of
a beautiful, fertile and empty valley—another Eden just beyond the hills (ancient
Celtic folklore “describing a paradisal land to the west” had long made the
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Celts the frontiersmen of Europe)—poured across the broad Susquehanna and
trekked into the Cumberland Valley of Pennsylvania.

They hoped this would put enough distance between them and the colonial
administrator’s harassments. It has been said that their “progress can be traced
in the line of churches they founded” along the way. Soon, however, they were
pressed on out of Pennsylvania, pushed across the Potomac and into the great
seedbed and nursery of their destiny: the Shenandoah Valley of Virginia. Outside
the Tinkling Springs Church in the Shenandoah stands a large stone memorial—
“Sacred to the memory of the immigrants who turned this wilderness into
habitations.”51 Scots from both my mother’s and father’s sides of the family
were with these wandering and homeless people who, by 1739, had begun to
at last find a home. The Cumberland Valley had been filled almost exclusively
with Ulster people, but now the Scots entered into an encounter that would
yield quite a different sort of harvest than they or anyone else could have
anticipated.

On their journey—and here the disparate pieces finally began to come
together—in Pennsylvania many of them had met, and (as shown with my
wife’s Scot ancestors) a few even commingled with, groups of German Baptist
Brethren, who had also fled persecution in Europe. Now in Virginia some of
them settled near and even among those earliest of European settlers in the
Shenandoah, the Mennonites, another persecuted group of dissenters. There
were, of course, many clashes, and the Scots-Irish often brutalized the beleaguered
but staunchly nonviolent and nonresistant Mennonites. But, as with Paul holding
the garments of those who slew Stephen, something else was going on as well.
For instance, when Scots-Irish-Welsh pioneers like Daniel Boone finally made
their way down to the Yadkin River, they no longer came as Presbyterians but
as Quakers, and they traveled into regions already populated by Moravian
Pietists. Thus, it is not as peculiar as it might first appear that my wife’s great-
(5x) grandfather could have been a Scots immigrant who became a member of
the German Baptist Brethren and whose great-grandson became a Moravian.

In their journey, many of the Scots-Irish were, of course, divested more and
more of those rougher forms of Calvinism. (It had been perhaps a little less
difficult to disabuse themselves of the theocratic notion of a State church,
given what they had suffered from such churches both in Scotland under State
Presbyterianism and in Ireland under the Church of England, but they would
nonetheless retain the Calvinist belief that conversion is an act of God’s grace
through the Holy Spirit. Even this, though, was soon mollified by the notion
that people had a choice as to whether to respond to this grace or not.) At the
same time, they received, through a process of cross-pollination from both
Pietists and Anabaptists, new views, attitudes and beliefs that they saw as bringing
them closer to the God who had brought them into this wilderness. There,
between the Blue Ridge, which protected them on the east from the colonial
administration and its Anglican church establishment, and the Appalachians,
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which protected them on the west from hostile Amerinds, they spent the next
fifty years perfecting their new American skills of subsistence, self-reliance and
frontier knowledge. And all the while, their religion also was kept in constant
motion in the spiritual winepress of the Shenandoah. Finally, the new wine
burst through the Cumberland Gap toward the end of the eighteenth century
and began to pour into and settle into the Appalachians,52 where many of their
descendants remain to this day. From here they formed the population
headwaters of what became known as the Frontier Movement in America.

Among all that the Scots-Irish brought along on their frontier journey
through America were the interconnected and diverse religious traditions that
had also found refuge in the same haven of the Shenandoah. This had included
not only Anabaptists and Moravians, but soon also Baptists and Methodists.
Because of what Gilbert describes as their sufferings under “civilized”
bureaucracies, and because of their longing for family land of their own, the
Scots-Irish stayed as far away from institutionalized, bureaucratic, pyramidal
structures as they reasonably could—whether in the form of cities or of
churches.53 Those Ulster Scots who had ventured into the New World wilderness
generally identified themselves with the spontaneous, heartfelt piety that had
first emerged with the Six-Mile Water Revival. (The great Scots-Irish mountain
man and explorer Joseph Walker attended a church in Missouri curiously, if
perhaps only coincidentally, called the “Six-Mile Church.”)54

The split between the Church of Scotland and these dissident covenanters
had even leaped the Atlantic to America with the coming of the “New Light”
Presbyterians. They identified with the emphasis on direct experience of the
Holy Spirit, and, according to Professor Deborah McCauley, in the Appalachians
they sparked and fueled the first wave of America’s Great Awakening.55 In
contrast to the institutional, rationalistic emphasis of the American Calvinist
Old Lights, the New Lights encouraged all believers “to participate fully in
their own spiritual development through a piety that was emotionally highly
charged.”56 They also “stressed the role of the local congregation” in contrast to
a “linear, hierarchical” structure with its rigidly institutionalized view of church
life as ordered from some distant headquarters.57 They steadfastly resisted any
church structure organized in such a way that a centralized organizational source
conformed and confined religious life, beliefs and so on to any rigidly set,
bureaucratically imposed configuration. It seems somehow significant that the
first Presbyterians to coalesce all these divestments of old Calvinistic double-
predestination and similar doctrines, as well as incorporate many new strands
from other religious streams, called themselves Cumberland Presbyterians.58

The following passage I quote here, written in 1844 and preserved in the
clippings of my own Scots-Irish ancestors, shows how such beliefs both shaped
and found expression in the character of these pioneers of both natural and
spiritual frontiers: “Were the graves to give up their dead, and dust to be fashioned
into bones and sinews and put on flesh like the forms that mouldered there,
you would gaze on the determined visage of the men and the calm decision of
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the matrons—the toilworn frames, labor-hardened hands of a generation that
loved a church without a prelate—a generation that fled from the oppression
that harrowed their ancestors for centuries, and like them ungovernable in their
demands for the unalienable rights of men—a generation of men and women
that accomplished in their poverty what wealth cannot purchase, and reared
another generation to hazard death for freedom of conscience and liberty of
person. Here are the sepulchres of the men that turned the wilderness into
habitations, waiting for the son of God when the graves shall give up their
dead. Let no spade or mattock hereafter disturb the soil that vegetates so
luxuriously over their ashes.”59 Aside from the language of the period, what
comes through with a careful reading is the rejection of institutionalized church
governments tied to civil governments, a rejection that arose from having
experienced “harrowing” “oppression.”

Their conviction that Christ alone should govern His church, together with
their sense of a sharing and helping frontier community of kin and neighbors
and Christian brothers, could not help but make them more susceptible to the
influences of other similar Christian movements on the same edge of civilization.
These latter had almost immediately begun to reshape the Presbyterianism of
the Scots-Irish. Some of my own ancestors went so far as to become Quakers,
as had Daniel Boone’s parents. But influences outside Presbyterianism did not
stop there. Still other Christian traditions also gently brought their ideas and
ideals to bear.

Eventually, the Scots-Irish and those commingled other traditions emerged
in what McCauley has defined as “Appalachian Mountain Religion.”60 This
much misunderstood, caricatured and even maligned religion is noted for its
Old School Baptists, but many other Christian currents run through it as well—
Methodists, Mennonites, Pietists, Independent Holiness churches, Holiness
Pentecostals, Oneness Pentecostals and so on—all still thrive there in their more
or less pristine forms. All of these currents had their part to play in forming
Appalachian Mountain Religion. The Scots-Irish, through their westward
movement, simply became the main current of human migration that picked
up and more or less blended many of these other currents of different Christian
influences as they made their ways in rivulets, streams and rivers first throughout
the Appalachians and then throughout America, particularly the South and the
West. (In keeping with their westering vision, more people of Scots-Irish descent
now live in California than in any other state, though they represent a small
percentage of that West Coast state’s total population.)

Interwoven Lives in Frontier Communities

Professor Kenneth Holmes wrote that throughout much of the 1800’s,
“many emigrants . . . who traveled overland to the Pacific coast” went “as part
of various groups devoted to religious principles.”61 Dr. Allan Carlson concurred:
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“Particularly in the nineteenth century, as the new American nation started to
move across the Alleghenies and started the great settlement first of the Midwest
and eventually of the Plains states and of the far west, one of the regular features
was the movement of religious communities. Something was happening very
dramatically in America in the nineteenth century, motivated by religious
considerations.”

Professor Robert Hine also wrote that those entering into such
commitments to one another for the journey west followed “the same
communal dream that had motivated the Mayflower Compact . . . . In each
instance the dream was encased in a mold of practicality.”62

As they embarked together on the road leading to new homes in unknown
lands, they would enter into “prior agreements between known friends” that
“occasionally assumed the trappings of solemn compacts,” not unlike New
England “town covenants of the seventeenth century.”63 The nurturing habitat
that required this extensive bond was the agricultural way of life these families
were entering, on separate homesteads, but nonetheless together, interdependent
in helping and assisting one another. As Allan Carlson further said, “Subsistence
farms did not operate, by and large, on the principle of competition. That
would have been alien to them. To put it in a modern language, they preferred
to have a good neighbor rather than to have their good neighbor’s farm. They
saw a benefit by maintaining a viable community and by helping the neighbor
succeed because the neighbor’s success, in a sense, improved their own prospects
for success on a community basis. The good neighbor rather than the neighbor’s
land. I think today it’s the other way around.” Professor Hine also noted that
on the prairie farm, as in agricultural life in general, “the environment bred
cooperative action.” Neighbors joined together to help in carrying out “tasks
too large for the individual—clearing acres of land, house and barn raising,
road building, threshing before the rains.”64

In general, says Professor William N. Parker, rural “neighbours met in those
pioneering tasks that required joint labour: log rolling, roof raising, fence
building, harvesting. The sharing of teams and equipment occurred . . . . ”65

Carlson explains: “They tended to harvest their crops together. The great harvest
festivals and the great feasts for the men of the community would go from
household to household, from farm to farm, cooperating in the harvest, doing
it more efficiently that way, getting the crops out of the field the day they
should have gotten out of the field, but also building a community celebration.
If your main purpose was to out-compete your neighbor, you wouldn’t operate
that way. But no, here the main focus was cooperating with each other so that
all might thrive and the community might be strengthened. And they would
also have fun. They would have the fun that comes with good work and hard
work, done by people who like each other and who trust each other and who
consider each other as friends.” Religion, community, work, recreation—in
short, life—all became knit together in an interwoven fabric that nurtured the
pursuit of lasting, deep—even eternal—relationships and values. A rich cross-
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fertilization of life on all levels, including religious beliefs and practices, cut
across denominational lines, nurturing a prolific and varied spiritual growth.

Crosscurrents

Of course, the story of commingled lives and religious currents was not a
one-sided, Pietistic influence on the Scots-Irish alone. For example, perhaps
the biggest change to ever come to the Mennonite church occurred in 1858
when a 23-year-old Mennonite man from Bucks County, Pennsylvania,
responded to the invitation given at the end of a Presbyterian revival meeting in
Chicago. The young man was John Fretz Funk, and the Mennonite church
would never again be the same. What Funk called his “conversion experience”
in a Presbyterian revival meeting would become instrumental in leading most
of the Mennonite church into the world of American revivalism that had
originally come out of Appalachian Mountain Religion and Scots-Irish
revivalism dating back to 1625 and the Six-Mile Water Revival. Funk, as an
ordained Mennonite minister, combined this new evangelicalism with his
ancestral Mennonite faith and, together with his protégé John S. Coffman, as
well as through the work of the Herald of Truth periodical, launched the
Mennonites into what some have called their nineteenth-century “great
awakening,” “forever transforming [their] emphasis and image.” Coffman also
started the Elkhart Institute in 1894, which became Goshen College, and the
two worlds of evangelical revivalism and Mennonite faith merged to become
one. These currents have all undergone many changes since, some of which, of
course, we share little if anything with at all.

But the geographical and religious odyssey of many of my own and my
wife’s Scot or Scots-Irish ancestors tells us that their Presbyterian lineage also
originated in the Six-Mile Water Revival of 1625 (as well as from the influences
of its subsequent offshoots). At almost precisely the same time as this revival
occurred, what appear to be two of my earliest traceable but distant ancestors,
William and Richard Cope, sailed from England to America to become
members of, and then one of them an elder in, the Mathers’ church in Boston.
Yet a generation later, another Cope, Oliver, would convert to Quakerism. His
descendants would travel down the Great Valley with the Scots-Irish, eventually
becoming assimilated into the new form of revivalist Presbyterianism that had
arisen in the wake of the Six-Mile Water Revival and the Great Awakening.

I cannot speak for all the people of our community, who come from many
different religious backgrounds, including Anabaptist and Pietist and even Jewish
and Catholic. But when I consider all this and then think about my own heritage,
I also think of my maternal grandmother, Stella McClure, whose father’s family
came directly from Ireland. She was a reserved lady (but one whose gentle sense
of humor was forever breaking through the reserve). Born in the 1800’s, she
nonetheless had her degree at a time and in a place when it was not so typical
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for a woman. She was a private art instructor in the evenings but also taught a
general curriculum in the public schools for 44 years as an award-winning teacher.
Toward the end of her life, she went back to be with her sister, Hattie, who
lived in the Arkansas Ozarks. My grandmother had been a Presbyterian all her
adult life and had married into a long line of Presbyterians with a scattering of
Presbyterian ministers in the family. But just a year prior to her death, in the
early 1970’s, she told me, “Blair, I have a longing so deep for the Holy Spirit
that sometimes my heart aches for it.” Shortly after that, she, for all her dignity,
delicacy, reserve and even analytical bent, encountered God through what she
called her “infilling of the Holy Spirit,” a phenomenon then sweeping the
country. Yet this was in perfect keeping with the Pietistic and revivalist traditions
that her branch of Presbyterian ancestors had been pursuing for 350 years in
their westering trek in search of “Paradise.”

Many of us had wandered poles away from any Anabaptist or Pietist or even
Presbyterian roots when we first renewed our ancestral journey with this same
experience in the last half of the twentieth century. Yet, since our renewal
experience was not absorbed into an institutionalized or denominational setting
(or even into a commitment to formlessness, as in much of the charismatic
setting) but was instead given free rein to lead us wherever it might go, we
ultimately found that it remarkably led us back to faith roots we’d long lost
touch with: a two-kingdom theology that emphasized nonviolence,
nonresistance, simplicity of lifestyle, modesty of dress and a renewed relationship
to the land through low-technology agriculture. This journey, however, was to
take us through strands of Wesleyanism, Calvinism, Anglicanism, Lutheranism
and many other traditions in the restoration steps of Christian truth and life
that eventually came to characterize our fellowship. We’d like to think that this
is not at all “eclecticism,” that we have not accepted everything of these traditions,
but that we have gleaned the best and then clung to it in building a notably
consistent and coherent theology of reconciliation that only the preservation of
the “unity of the Spirit” can bring.

There, of course, have been many other episodes of many other families,
and of our fellowship as a whole, to bring us to our current standing. Now, we
all find ourselves here at the beginning of the twenty-first century trying to sort
out our spiritual pedigree for interested or simply curious inquirers. To us,
something uniquely American touches our faith in the sense that so many hopes
and dreams and longings of so many of the faithful down through the centuries
have not only ended their long journeys in this country but have also come
together in this country. It does make me think of what Paul wrote to the
Ephesians—“that in the dispensation of the fullness of times He might gather
together in one all things in Christ.” But, of course, most people will see in our
more visible life the more obvious strains of the Anabaptist and Pietist heritage,
and I do not think they would be wrong.
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To specifically define who or what we are today, one might also likely look
at who, outside of our own church, we fellowship with on a consistent basis.
That would include, most of all, Mennonites, who come regularly to our
weddings and other events and gatherings, as we have theirs. We’ve helped a bit
in the building of a Mennonite church, and we’ve often found sweet fellowship
in each other’s homes. These Anabaptist fellow-believers have seemed to feel at
home with us, as we do with them. We’ve also had fellowship for several decades
with Amish from Lancaster County, Pennsylvania. We have intermittently
exchanged visits with Hutterites, who’ve stayed in our community (as we’ve
also stayed in theirs). And we’ve ministered in Mennonite churches in Ireland
and Belgium. Yet we also have fellowship with Southern Baptists and
Independent Baptists (both of whom have been exceedingly kind and generous
to us). We have fellowshiped and participated organizationally with Holiness
Pentecostals, including both Trinitarian and Oneness Pentecostals. We have
fellowship with Lutherans and Presbyterians and Episcopalians and Methodists
and Catholics. Our singers or orchestra have ministered not only in many of
these churches but also in Jewish synagogues and Israeli kibbutzim and have a
long-lasting, ongoing relationship with the Jewish people, many of whom
(both Israelis and Americans) have become a part of our congregation. We
fellowship also with Christian Missionary Alliance native ministers in Africa,
for whom we’ve ministered in Africa and who have ministered for us here.
We’ve also fellowshiped with nondenominational Baptist missionaries in Africa,
many of whom are what is commonly known as “Spirit filled.” We’ve had
fellowship with (and/or supported) various churches in Canada, Mexico, South
America and the Philippines. We’ve fellowshiped and supported the work of
the African Christian Fellowship International and Mennonite missionaries in
Africa.

All in all, I would still conclude that a preponderance of our fellowship is
currently with those of, and a good number of our ways are drawn from, the
Anabaptist tradition. Nonetheless, it’s very difficult to classify the whole of
what we are as strictly “Anabaptist” because it really has emerged from that
“disreputable” phenomenon called Appalachian Mountain Religion (although
I don’t believe we have ever been touched by many of the latter’s excesses and
extremes). Yet in the Appalachians, Pentecostals like Edna Alexander and her
two married sons and their families find it perfectly acceptable to live in a
community of traditional Mennonites (Edna for part of the year, the sons
permanently). Edna and her particular Pentecostal gifts are welcomed there.66

But, then, Mennonite theologian John Howard Yoder wrote (in 1967):
“Pentecostalism is in our century the closest parallel to what Anabaptism was
in the sixteenth . . . .”67

So it seems that the descendants of the old Scots-Irish revivalists and the
descendants of those first Mennonites in the Shenandoah Valley in 1727 are,
quite miraculously, often at home with each other—they’ve had almost 300
years to get acquainted and try to find continuities instead of conflict. And,
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after all, as influential Dubuque theologian Donald Bloesch wrote in 1978:
“The charismatic gifts, especially the so-called extraordinary gifts, were more in
evidence among the Anabaptists and radical Pietists than in the mainstream
evangelical movement. Prophecy, healing, discerning of spirits, miracles, and
glossolalia were present in some Anabaptist circles . . . .”68 It would be fitting
that this should be so, given the traditional Anabaptist belief in an incomplete
Reformation and given that Bloesch describes “the Pentecostal and charismatic
awakening” as “the third Reformation” that “has left a lasting imprint on
evangelicalism as a whole.”69 It has been estimated that over 110,000
Mennonites had received this “infilling of the Holy Spirit” by the 1980’s70 and
half a billion people worldwide.71 The Mennonites, too, seem to have suffered
under the same persecution and oppression that brought the Scots-Irish to
America—and it appears that in the end many of these old persecuted groups
from many different backgrounds are finding the best in each other while leaving
the worst behind.

McCauley calls Appalachia America’s “Third World,”72 and when a native
minister from Burundi recently came to visit us here on our farm, he looked
around at the place and then said, “Here I come to America, and right here in
America I find the Third World.” So perhaps we are, in a sense, a third-world
religion, though we also feel very much American if that is so.

One thing that perhaps gives us the sense of being “Third World” is one of
those Anabaptist beliefs already mentioned (a view later held by John Robinson,
Roger Williams, Tomas Goodwin, Henry Vane, Thomas Collier and many
others), namely, that the Reformation is indeed incomplete. This means that
we believe certain types of thinking and approaches need to be overcome if
the many conflicts that continue to divide believers are ever to be resolved.
Many might label us mere “eclectics,” a sort of pick-and-choose Christian
smorgasbord. As said, we don’t see ourselves this way. Yet what Christian
group in America, outside of perhaps one or two, is not drawn from or
influenced by many sources? Those of the Reformation traditions who cannot
quite muster the claim that “we are the people—all truth comes through us”
also cannot help but recognize their debt to many others in the steps of a yet-
to-be-completed Reformation.

Yet this doesn’t mean that our fellowship only haphazardly draws from just
any source that comes along, like a butterfly flitting from flower to flower.
Rather, we try to follow John Robinson’s advice to his Separatist congregation
as they set sail from Holland to England, from there embarking on a ship
called the Mayflower: “I charge you, before God and his blessed angels, that
you follow me no further than you have seen me follow the Lord Jesus Christ.
The Lord has more truth yet to break forth out of his holy word. I cannot
sufficiently bewail the condition of the reformed churches, who are come to a
period in religion, and will go at present no further than the instruments of
their reformation. Luther and Calvin were great and shining lights in their
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times, yet they penetrated not into the whole counsel of God. I beseech you,
remember it,—’tis an article of your church covenant,—that you be ready to
receive whatever truth shall be made known to you from the written word of
God . . . . But take heed what you receive for truth, and examine, compare,
and weigh it well with the Scriptures. It is not possible that the Christian world
should so lately come out of such thick anti-Christian darkness, and that full
perfection of knowledge should break forth at once.”73

This goal, to “penetrate to the whole counsel of God,” is crucial to us. This
means that we have tried to fulfill the greatest commandment better than we
once did by adding more “worship with all our minds” to our traditionally
more experiential worship “with all our hearts.” In some ways, we feel like we
have stepped out of the “wilderness” of what McCauley called “America’s Third
World” to test what we have received against the grand edifice of theological
thought that has been wrestling with the great issues of Christianity for over
1,500 years. It is, to us, a daunting step, and we take it with “fear and trembling.”
But for more than a quarter of a century we have nonetheless been plodding along,
struggling with these issues. Some of them seem quite substantive, but some
others do seem to us more like merely false dilemmas. Here are a few of both:

—Spirit versus Truth
—Experience versus Reason
—Scholasticism versus Emotionalism
—Obedience versus Faith
—Works versus Grace
—Love versus Doctrine
—Legalism versus Biblicism
—The Immanent Trinity versus the Economic
—God’s Sovereignty versus Human Freedom
—A Mutable Freedom of the Will versus a Total Bondage of the Will
—Conditional versus Unconditional Election
—Externalistic Human Works versus Works of Faith prepared in

advance by God for us to walk in
—A Predestined Kingdom versus a Predestined Individual
—Community Identity versus Individual Liberty
—Community Guidelines versus Personal Preferences or Convictions
—Orthodoxy versus Orthodoxism
—Orthodoxy versus Orthopraxy
—Objectivism versus Subjectivism
—Evidentialism versus Presuppositionalism
—Revealed Truth versus Propositional Truth
—Imputation of Righteousness versus Impartation
—A Punctiliar, Forensic Justification versus a Proceeding, Experienced

Justification
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—Justifying Righteousness versus Sanctifying Righteousness
—Unity of the Spirit versus Unity of the Faith
—Evangelism as the Center of God’s Purpose versus Community as

the Circumference
—Worldliness versus Separation (or Being “in the World but not of it”)
—Separation versus Separatism
—Speaking to Our Times versus Assimilation into Those Times
—Enduring Truth versus Cultural Accommodation
—Isolated Truths versus Whole Truth
—Institutionalized Truth versus Relational Truth
—Relativism versus Absolutism
—Monism versus Pluralism
—The Integrity of the Body versus the Independence of the Member
—Internalized, Personal, Voluntary, Relational, Noncoercive Authority

versus Externalized, Impersonal, Compulsory, Institutionalized,
Coercive Authority

—Finally, there is the question of the relationship to one another, as
well as the order of priority, in Justification, Regeneration,
Redemption, Reconciliation, Propitiation, Adoption and
Sanctification—all in regard to Salvation (or Atonement or
Conversion)

To say that we have struggled with some of these and other issues is hardly
to say that we’ve resolved them. They have, however, caused us to ask if some
issues do not arise because of the way the questions are framed and by the fact
that we may have answered too quickly in ways that bring division instead of
pausing to reframe the question in ways that might lead to greater truth and
harmony. The questions do often seem to be framed in certain ways because of
the way people are culturally pre-positioned to determine their angle of view.
While not wanting to slight or overlook the often tremendous struggles, many
of them also seem more likely to be resolved if a shift could be made to a more
integral perspective. Yet, as we’ve grappled with these issues in our own small
way, we still try to remain open and flexible. We hope the openness stays with
us—we do still hunger for the truth and the Anabaptist dream of a full restoration
of all that God has for us as a people and for all His people.

It is not difficult, then, to understand why we see ourselves as a people in
motion, a people who have been moving in a certain destined direction. Because
a certain openness and freedom marks most of what constitutes our fellowship
with those of other faiths (mainly perhaps because our own faith has never
been institutionalized) and yet also because we feel an exceedingly strong
constraint in terms of the bonds of love, affection and fellowship that we have
for and with other believers, we’ve experienced great changes over the years,
and we’re still looking for “more light.” We remain susceptible to a greater
illumination of the canonical Scriptures. So even though we have in some
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measure come out of what some might see as the disreputable, primitive,
traditional Appalachian Mountain Religion (with an emphasis on its Anabaptist
side), we now struggle to acquaint ourselves with as many as possible of the
great theological traditions and even controversies arising over the centuries.
Although it may sound presumptuous, we also search in hopes of finding
something that, given our perhaps more “primitive” and unlearned background,
we might be able to contribute in some small way to bringing reconciliation in
some of these great conflicts. In any case, whether this is possible or not, we
continue to seek God, truth and Christian fellowship because our hearts draw
us to all three.
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III. HOW WE RELATE TO OTHERS

       his brings us to the last question we were asked to address. We’ve already
           partly answered it. Yet I can add that much in our religious tradition has
for centuries seemed to often solicit persecution, slander and marginalization,
but now suddenly (and quite unexpectedly) it seems to be, in at least some
respects, just what many in the twenty-first century apparently hunger for:
greater simplicity of lifestyle; a greater sense of community; a deeper relationship
to creation; the sense of the individual as part of a greater whole; and, finally,
there is the sense that an extreme, anthropocentric rationalism and scientism
cannot supply all needs and have even led people astray in ways that now preclude
any longer wholly accepting their pretensions at presenting an adequate
understanding of truth apart from other human feelings and experiences,
particularly those of the transcendent. This current turn in the world from a
hypernaturalism, though the turn certainly has its downside, nonetheless has at
least temporarily opened the door once again to the possibility of Biblical
supernaturalism. This is truly remarkable in a world that, since the
Enlightenment, has seemed almost hermetically sealed in its orientation totally
toward the materialistic and secular. Even if this current move away from an
undeviating and narrow Enlightenment rationalism and naturalism has also
produced many imbalances and dangers along the way, a growing number of
people seem to feel the need for a greater encounter with the transcendent God
and on a much more direct, comprehensive and life-transforming level. This is
no longer simply an expectation for us: it has become a reality. And the reality
of God directly breaking into and redefining our experience could not help but
wholly change our lives, both individually and corporately, as well as in relation
to others outside our immediate community and in relation to creation.

For us, these changes have a direct bearing on our mission and witness as a
body of believers. Recently, a major denomination conducted an extensive study
on the results of various “methods” of “evangelistic outreach.” The study showed
that churches that approached evangelism not as a witness of a “whole life,” but
rather only as an act of “selling” or marketing or merely passing on verbal
information to the lost, had by far the lowest rate of “conversions” among all
ways studied. The study further showed the tragic reality that three-quarters of
all “dropouts,” people who seemed to have been converted but did not continue
in the faith, came from these same methods of a “marketing”-style evangelism.
The study finally showed that only when the witness of the church involved a
whole life—“lifestyle evangelism”—did sustained growth, both in numbers
and maturity, come. Of course, we lived our lifestyle long before this study
was released. So it is not merely a pragmatic or utilitarian matter with us,
which in itself is a by-product of the marketplace mentality. An “if it works, do
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it” mentality or way of life has little appeal for us. Rather, our life is to us a
matter of deep conviction derived from our long and abiding search of the
Scriptures and relationship with God and one another.

We still believe that evangelism is the center of God’s purpose. (Our
fellowship is still comprised mostly of people who have come from outside—
not merely those “raised in the community.”) We do not, however, see evangelism
as what someone has called the “circumference of God’s purpose.” Moreover,
only the circumference can provide a context for, and even locate and define,
the center. If the circumference provides the center with its meaning and purpose,
then the circumference is also what gives the center of evangelism its place in
the Body of Christ from and through which to express God’s greatest love. If
you eliminate that circumference, people have no framework to understand
your words, nothing within which to spiritually locate you or themselves. Both
your words and those who hear them are left suspended in space with no identity
of their own in God but only what can be derived from a lapsed world. All
they can then do is speak words or hand out tracts or make movies that tell
people about the love of God. It too often seems almost wholly representational
rather than presentational in the sense of experiencing the actual presence of
God. Yet as those Greeks told Philip and Andrew, “We would see Jesus” (John
12:20, 21, KJV). Sincere seekers today seem less satisfied than ever with simply
hearing about Him. More and more the honest and hungry long to see a life
lived in expression of the love of God as personified in Jesus—now through
His corporate Body on earth, something that declares God to be alive and
active in a whole people.

Only then is His truth expressed in its living wholeness through His corporate
Body and derived from doctrines made alive by, and so dependent on, God
Himself. Such doctrines are initially assessed by the power of God’s presence in
the expressing (1 Cor. 14:29; 1 John 2:27). But they are ultimately assessed by
the fruit they produce in the human lives that accept them (Matt. 7:15-20).
And they are never Biblically assessed by mere human rationality. Jesus said, “I
am the truth,” and, as noted, we feel that God has given us a community
context that enables us to love in deed and truth, not merely in word. Spirit-
transformed and -empowered members of His Body have the potential to
express that truth in its wholeness.

What would we even be bringing people into if our center of evangelism
were surrounded by no circumference of community life? We could only then
offer a verbalization of a salvation from, not a living expression of a salvation
for. Yet we see Scripture calling for both and further telling us that the entirety
of our lives, whether individual or corporate, can be “complete in Him” (Col.
2:10).

In regard to our relationship with other believers, we as a people have also
come to believe that it is unbiblical—that is, against “sound doctrine”—for a
servant of God to strive or quarrel (2 Tim. 2:14-17, 23, 24, KJV; Titus 3:9;
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1 Cor. 3:3), even about doctrines. Such striving often proves not only unfruitful
but also divisive to the Body of Christ and therefore even further violates what
we see as sound doctrine (1 Tim. 6:3-5; 1:3, 4; 2 Cor. 12:20). To us, the best
way to avoid such pitfalls is to submit to Paul’s advice by getting to know each
other not after the flesh (2 Cor. 5:16, KJV) but in the Spirit of redemptive
love. Then we must continue by “preserving the unity of” that “Spirit in the
bonds of peace” “until” such time as we can come together in “the unity of the
faith and the knowledge of the Son of God” (Eph. 4:3, 13).

To us, the infallible truth is certainly of utmost importance in knowing the
Redeemer who is truth (John 8:31, 32; 14:6) but not apart from the Spirit
who is God (John 4:24). Doctrine and truth cannot be separated anymore
than Spirit and truth can be separated. Yet since we believe that God is also love
(1 John 4:8), we see doctrinal questions as not only needing to be approached
with the greatest precision but also with the greatest possible humility and
love. In this approach, it seems helpful in maintaining humility to remember
that God’s Word straightforwardly reminds those who would follow Him
that “knowledge puffs up” while only “love builds up” (1 Cor. 8:1).

Another key verse for our approach both to doctrines and to the people
who hold them is found in Hebrews 1:1-3: “In many separate revelations—
each of which set forth a portion of Truth—and in different ways God spoke of
old to [our] forefathers in and by the prophets. [But] in the last of these days
He has spoken to us in [the person of a] Son, whom He appointed heir and
lawful owner of all things, also by and through whom He created the worlds
and the reaches of space and the ages of time—[that is,] He made, produced,
built, operated and arranged them in order. He is the sole expression of the
glory of God—the Light-being, the out-raying of the divine—and He is the
perfect imprint and very image of God’s nature” (Heb. 1:1-3, Ampl., NIV).*  In
other words, God created the world through His living Word  (Gen. 1:3-25;
2 Pet.  3:5),  His expression of Himself; and this energizing Word began going
forth from the beginning, from the Genesis (“In the beginning was the Word”),
and kept going forth expressing fragments, bits and pieces of truth until at the
end it fully expressed God, through the form of human flesh in the wholeness
of Jesus’ life (John 1:14). Thus, Jesus as the creative Word of God is our
Creator incarnate (John 1:1-3, 10-14; Col. 1:13-20).

To us, only seeing the proper relationship of the parts of anything yields the
true meaning of the whole. Given that the root of the English word truth is
tree,74 let us take the limbs of a tree, as an example of this: tree limbs, for
instance, even under radically different circumstances, may essentially remain
the same in terms of their individual appearance, but form and components
greatly change meaning from when the limbs are attached to a trunk rooted in
the earth  to when they are cut and stacked as “bits and pieces” of cordwood

* I quote the Amplified here not because it is the most literal but because it gives a fuller
picture of how a composite of reliable Greek scholars interpret the meaning of the words of
this passage.
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against the house. One form of relationship and design between the limbs
expresses life; the other speaks of death and burning. So when you have destroyed
the form or pattern that relates the limbs to one another, you have literally
destroyed the tree’s life. In and of themselves—that is, objectively—the limb
segments stacked on the ground may look exactly the same as they did arranged
in space. Yet they hardly remain a tree, even though the constituent parts of the
tree might still exist in their basically original form except for their dissection
and dislocation from the rest.  The problem is that the relationship between
the parts has changed, and this therefore reveals a change in meaning—in this
case, from life to death, from a tree to cordwood.

So one should always ask what form any given relationship is to assume:
how, for instance, people should relate to form a certain type of relationship. It
is not, for example, merely the proximity of a man and a woman that forms a
marriage. Neither is it reproductive activity between genders that forms a
marriage; otherwise, we could say dogs are married and roaches are married.
Nor is it merely a male and female sticking together for life and not cohabiting
with others of the opposite sex, for then we could say that mourning doves and
Canadian geese “marry.” What form, then, must the relationship assume in
order to qualify as a Biblical marriage? What makes the relationship a “tree of
life” rather than two pieces of cordwood standing or lying side by side? What
makes adults and children a family instead of “pieces” of a family? What makes
believers a church instead of merely disembodied members? The complete form
the relationship assumes as a given from God will ultimately define it and
determine whether it is meaningful or meaningless. Perhaps this is one reason
the New Testament refers to the church as the “temple of God,” a structure
whose form was fastidiously made according to pattern (Eph. 1:22, 23;
2:19-22; 4:11-16; 5:22-33; 1Cor. 3:16,17; 12:4-28; 1 Tim. 3:15 ).

It is also the same with doctrine as it is with the tree or with a marriage or
with a family or the church: either doctrine is cut for cordwood or it is living
and whole. Moreover, it is also the same with members of the Body related
both to one another and to God by the blueprint provided by the doctrines
that those people hold. In other words, life is held not in each of truth’s separate,
constituent “doctrinal” bits or pieces, nor in each of the Body of Christ’s separate,
constituent parts “stacked” on pews. Rather, life inheres in the “fitly framed
together” spiritual wholeness of interpersonal and abiding relationships (Eph.
2:21, KJV). Doctrinal parts (or body parts) randomly scattered about signify
only death (2 Cor. 3:6), not life. This is true, even though all the doctrines or
members might be neatly present as “stacked cordwood” on church pews. The
oneness of the Body, therefore, can alone give expression to truth’s living and whole
reality, to its relational incarnation and expression of God’s love.

This, to us, is what Jesus meant when He said, “By their fruit you shall
know them,” and the greatest fruit, according to Paul, is love (1 Cor. 13:13).
Love stands at the very top of Paul’s list of the fruit of the Spirit (Gal. 5:22,
23). And love is what binds all together as a perfect whole (Col. 3:14). Yet, it is
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true, when you look at a seedling, it’s often difficult to discern what kind of
tree it is or what kind of fruit it will produce.

Knowledge that comes “in part,” according to Paul, will ultimately pass
away (1 Cor. 13:8, 9). This is the knowledge of bits-and-pieces doctrinal
revelation. Yet Paul goes on to say that another knowledge will remain even as
the first passes away: “Now I know in part; then I shall know fully, even as I am
fully known” (1 Cor. 13:12). When perfection comes, the imperfect, that which
represents mere fragments of God’s wholeness, passes away. And Paul then
writes in another epistle that the goal of the doctrine of Scripture is “that the
man of God may be perfect” or “complete” (2 Tim. 3:17, KJV). Each piece of
God’s revelation seems intended to lead us into a relationship with God in
which we would be known in fuller transparency and thereby can come to
increasingly know the transcendent God (2 Cor. 3:18), until we come to know
Him “fully, even as” we are “fully known” in the full  “knowledge of the Son of
God” (1 Cor. 13:12; Eph. 4:13).

What will pass away in eternity as we continually allow ourselves to become
drawn into God’s image is the bits of revelation that had value and purpose
only in bringing us into that relationship with Him. Yet this is, of course,
truly a crucial knowledge; and so the pieces will only seem to disappear as our
eyes have become fixed on the whole, on Him who is the truth. One key
question for us, then, is this: “Where are we centered—in Christ or in a
specific doctrine?” And who will ultimately handle the sword of truth: the
Spirit or fallen human reason (Eph. 6:17)? If we are centered in Christ—that
is, the Spirit (Rom. 8:1-17, 29; 2 Cor. 3:17)—then His doctrines help conform
us to His image. If we remain centered, however, in specific doctrines, then we
bring division, strife and discord to the Body, and our doctrines don’t do us or
anyone else any good. But the answer to the dilemma is not throwing out valid
Biblical doctrine, which is necessary for the ultimate goal, the unity of the
faith, but rather becoming relationally centered in Christ and making sure that
all of our doctrines are also centered in His Spirit.

Those who cannot look at an individual in his wholeness but only at the
isolated features of his anatomy are people motivated by something less and
other than love. Their perspective of people decomposes them into body parts
for selfish lust and use, or else for contempt and condemnation. This
decomposition is death. Such are those who similarly view the Body of Christ
as its bits and pieces of doctrine: they decompose, divide and therefore kill the
Body with their perspective of “the letter” that “kills” (2 Cor. 3:6). We want to
avoid viewing people or the church in this way.

This has often required a gradually unfolding relationship, especially since Jesus
did not say that by their doctrine you shall know those who follow Him, but
rather by their fruit and by their love one for another (John 13:35; 1 John 4:12).

This fruit we desire to manifest isn’t some picture-perfect table centerpiece
of artificial plastic in the form of wax apples, oranges, bananas and grapes.
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There’s nothing “idyllic” about Christian community. To the contrary,
community is merely the attempt to put real “skin,” real flesh and blood, on
Christian faith. And wherever there’s “skin,” problems arise. But John warned,
you can’t say you love a God whom you can’t see if you can’t find the grace to
love brothers and sisters whom you can see (1 John 4:20). As I said at the
beginning, we, more than anyone, realize how far short we remain of perfectly
implementing this vision of community. As I also said in the first pages, our
community can only move step by step forward toward greater earnestness in
attempting to witness to “the authentic unity of a lived life.”

If we desire that the fruit of abiding love remain the central witness of our
community, then the very depth of relationships we seek in our community
will also require a gradually unfolding approach to relationships. You do not
move into close “flesh and blood” relationships without first having genuine
“informed consent.” Paul indicated that it was the deep covenant bonds of
marriage that served to typify the “great mystery” of “Christ and the church”
( Eph.5:22-33). No more than one should frivolously or carelessly jump into
a marriage, then, should one hastily enter a body bound together by the
“ligaments” of a covenanted, committed love. The commitment, which such a
life together requires, must arise from deep within, as an echo of our genuine
commitment to God.  A person cannot “play” at marriage, natural or spiritual.
For separating lives once they have become “bound” together as one in covenant
love cannot help but involve a painful, even scarring, ripping apart. As people
experience the pain of divorce or see others experience it, they might come to
ask if the risks entailed in marriage are worth it. Maybe it would be better to
simply “date” or merely “cohabit” or even remain totally isolated from deep
relations. Yet rather than let the possibility of painful divorce deter us from the
risks of marriage, should it not instead only further spur us on to make sure we
live up to the demands of covenant love? For only within the bonds of a
committed, covenant love can the astounding depths of love be plumbed.
Faith says that the rewards are worth the risks. Faith says marriage should not
be judged by the pain of divorce, but by the joy of a consummated love where
worlds merge together as one. The risks of pain should not deter us but cause
us to deeply and seriously “count the costs” before pledging our faithfulness to
love’s path for our lives together.

Likewise, to pursue realizing a vision of the community of Christ’s Body
inherently brings the risks of pain should unfaithfulness arise. Community
must express, then, only what executive director for religious liberty of the
National Council of Churches, Dean Kelly, called “high demand,” “serious”
Christianity.75 Kierkegard once warned, “There is something more contrary to
Christianity . . . than all heresies and all schisms combined, and that is, to play
Christianity. But precisely in the very same sense that a child plays soldiers, it is
playing Christianity to take away the danger . . . .”76 To seriously embrace God’s
call to His people for unity (John 17:20-23; Eph. 4:3, 13), for community,
seems to us, then, to necessarily face the “dangers” involved should any prove
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unfaithful to the demands of such a vision. Again, we can try to circumvent the
risks by just “dating” one another, by remaining isolated individuals, perhaps
occasionally “stacked” together in a building but nonetheless free of ever openly
and explicitly committing ourselves to any “binding” forms of relationship
that would make us a living organism, a living tree. But this, to us, would be to
risk “playing” at Christianity, and Jesus prayed during His garden agony that
His sacrifice would bring “complete unity” among those who would be members
of His Body (John 17: 20-23, NIV). So we feel impelled by His example to
attempt to live up to His prayer. We desire to let His sacrifice become the
model for our own: “By this we know love, because He laid down His life for
us. And we also ought to lay down our lives for the brethren” (1 John 3:16,
NKJV).

We have indeed suffered “pain” as some proved unfaithful to the “demands”
of “serious” Christianity, of Christian community. But what better way than in
the “high demands” of relationships bound together and ordered in God can
we experience the full “width and length and depth and height” of the “love of
Christ which passes knowledge” (Eph. 3:18, 19)? It is not within an “idyllic”
world that such love can be experienced, but only in the very real world of “serious”
Christianity. Faith informs our hearts that the rewards are well worth the risks.

Well, all this certainly should more than answer anyone’s basic questions
about our vision and purpose, our historical heritage and how we relate to
others. I would think it a real expression of seriousness if any reader even made
it this far. I wrote far more than I intended—far too much, no doubt. But
hopefully all the above will help in some measure to answer any questions. In
conclusion, I think that in much of what we’ve written, you’ll see not only
strong Anabaptist elements but also many strong strands of Pietism. This would
be in perfect keeping with our actual historical background. Though we came
by our spiritual inheritance in a very haphazard and discontinuous way, the
continuity was always there, even when we did not always see it. And this
continuity is that of faithful hearts united over the generations by prayer and a
search for God, traveling in pilgrimage down “the path of the righteous” as it
shone “ever brighter toward the full light of day.” In the end, we hope that one
day we will be able to simply call ourselves “Christians” and that everyone will
believe it because of the life we live for and in Him. 
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